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Fdnner prisoner views
life from death row
head was shaven, and I had picked out
my burial suit. I was living 30 feet
from the electric chair. Twice a day, the
electric chair was tested 'in your honor:
what was done to me because it was
The only way one was to leave that
done in your name:' These words were
cell was by coffin or by electrocution.
spoken by Shabaka Sundiata Waglini, a
The state of Florida came within 15
former death row prisoner from Florida,
hours of killing me:'
who spoke to an audience at Xavier
The possibility of an innocent person
University Nov. 10.
being executed is an issue the Coalition
After Waglini spent 14 years on death Against the Death Penalty raises. Rosina
row, suppressed evidence in his case
Maynard, chairman of the Ohio Coaliwas released. Waglini's blood type and
tion, said, "We have had three Shagun did not match those discovered in
bakas in Ohio. Three people were exethe murder, rape and robbery of a
cuted for crimes they did not commit:'
, white woman, whose husband was a
Currently, 2,000 people are on death
prominent attorney in Florida, according row, according to Ingle.
to Waglini.
Waglini ·spoke of his brother who
needed a kidney transplant. '1 could not
· Waglini claims racial discrimination
donate my kidney because the Departwas evident in the trial. He believes his
ment of Correction felt the. security risk
of transporting me to the hospital was
activity as a Black Panther (a militant,
political organization of American
too high," said Waglini. ''My brother
blacks) affected the trial and the verdict died 28 days later. My mother suffered
of three consecutive life sentences.
a stroke when she heard of my execuWaglini's opposition to the death pen- tion date. This attack has left her paraalty was supported by· many audience
lyzed on the left side of her body:'
members. Some wore buttons that
Waglini believes these incidents demonstated: 'Why do we kill people who kill strate the inhumanity of the correction
people to show that killing people is
System.
·
wrong?"
"What happened to me was not an
Rev. Joesph Ingle, director of the
. -~tiol\;' ~d ~~_ihl: ·~y.d~.-~-.. '"
Southern Coalition on Jails arid Prisans, . . give the governor ofthe state the power .
important in
to have someone die or not to die?"
said race and das5
death penalty cases. 'White life is valWag)ini is now a consultant for the
ued greater than black life;' he said. '1n National Prison Project which is affiliGeorgia, if you kill a white person, you ated with the American Civil Liberties
are four to 12 times more likely to get
Union in Washington, D.C.
the death penalty. I haven't .met a single
The lecture was sponsored by Xavier
person not worthy of living. When an
University's Amnesty International, the
execution takes place, it's in your name, New Jerusalem Community, .the Cincinas a citizen of that state:'
nati Chapter of the Ohio Coalition
Against the Death Penalty and the OfTwenty-two days before Waglini was
to be executed, he was placed in a cell
fice of Social Action and World Peace
called "death watch:' Waglini said, ''My of the Archdiocese of Cincinnati.

by Beth Lykins
staff reporter
"I hold each of you responsible for

are

Preregistration
For Spring Semester, 1988
Monday, Nov. 30 - Friday, Dec. 4
Schedule of Oasses booklets will be available in the Registrar's Office,
Alter 129, beginning Wednesday, Nov. 18. During the week of Nov. 16, dorm
students will be mailed a preregistration time card.
·
Students liviilg off campus must pick up their preregistration time cards in
the Registrar's Office. You may not preregister before your scheduled time.
However, you can preregister anytime after your scheduled time, but before
the close of preregistration.
Before preregistering, you must consult an academic advisor as· follows:

·College of Busfuess Admhustration
CBA students have received. a. letter from their Dean explaining where and
when to sign up for an advising appointment.
·

Colleges of Arts and Sciences and .Professional Studies .. . .
· Consult the bulletin board of your major. or the bulletin board in the Alter
Hall lobby. Undecided students and Bridge Program freshmen in the Arts and
Sciences should consult Mrs. J. Hess, Alter 104-A; Sr. R. Fleming, Alter 104B; Dr. N. Bryant, Alter 104-C; Mrs. D. Jackson, Alter' 104-D; Sr. L. Soucek,·
Alter 104-G; or Rev. T. Kennealy, Alter 124.

Concerning payment
Billing statements for preregistered schedules will be mailed Dec. 10-11. The
required payment with the required form (even if no payment is due) must be
received by the Bursar no later than Monday, Dec. 28. Preregistered classes.

will be· cancelled if payment is not received by the Bursar

bY Dec. 28.

..
.

Sabra Ha)'lll photo
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Attention! ROTC third squad cadets stand at attention during an inspection in the
Annory before their two-day field training exercise;

ROTC maneuvers outdoors
by Cherie Hensel
staff reporter

Zclnglin will go to army advanced camp
this summer.
·
The cadets were then transported to
As the U.S. Army might say, Xavier's the farm in "simulated helicopters"
branch of the Reserve Officers' Training
(vans). The squads 'Went on a·four-andCorps (ROI'C) put on a ''high speed"
a-half hour patrol and set up ambush
operation Nov. 13-14. The two-day ,
· sites. Fourth-year students acted as the
~t began. with. classroom and field
aggressors and. were ambushed.
_trilfui1'!8;exerclses and endedwith a sim,-,,0 . ~instructions
fourth-year -- . ·ulated patrol/mission at the farm of
students gave detailed evaluations to
Maj. Howard Willis near Hillsboro,
. each··~.
...
Ohio.
Many of the participants in the weekA total of SS cadets, including 15
end sai~hey thought the weekend was
from Miami University in Oxford,
a success.
Ohio, participated in this year's over"Everything went smoothly. This was
night exercise.
our first owrnight exercise [this year), 1'
The main purpose of the operation
and it took a lot of work from Sgt.
was to prepare third-year military sciMaj. Nelsqn and Master Sgt. Dowell as
ence students for their Army Advanced
well as all staff and cadets," said Cadet
Camp in Fort Lewis, Wash. Third-year
Battalion Commander Virginia
military science students who are either
Margand.
contracted by or have scholarships from
the army must attend this six-week
leadership camp.
"We are trying to develop a mini ad- ... · by Diane Moore
vanced camp· to give the cadets the
staff reporter
training and experience necessary for the - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - real thing, " said Col. Adrian Schiess.
Renovation plans for the Rainbo
Cadets attended classes on the ambuilding on Herald Avenue are not exbush, patrol planning and preparation,
pected to be completed for two more
planning a time schedule, and patrol or- years. . . .
.
.
.
ganization. Cadets taught the classes
. Acco~ to. Ri~ J:tirte•. vice preswhile fourth-year military science stu1dent of Finanoal Admlnlstration and
dents evaluated their performances.
chairman of the Rainbo committee, the
"The classes were detailed .and ·thorcommittee is attempting to· 1ocate an arough. You learn what you need to
chitectural engineering firm to draw up
know;' said Kris Kastrup, a third-year
plans for Rainbo.
..
.military science student.
'We hope to have. the plans ready by
The cadets were divided into four
June· of 1989, but when the actual comsquads. Third-year students acted as
!1'encement of renovati,?n ~ill ~ake place
squad leaders. "The squad leader has
1s dependent on funds, said Hirte.
highest responsibility within his· squad,"
·. Hirte said there have not been any
Sa.id Brian Stickel, Cadet ·Battalion exec- commitments or decisions made conutive officer.
cerning who will move into Rainbo
· . The squad leader uses leadership abil- once renovation is completed. When the
. ity to write up operations orders and to ·. ~versity acquired the Rainbo buildi?g
see that his/her squad runs efficiently,
m 1?85, many departments were hopmg
according to StickeL
.·
to get a space in the building.
The squads rehearsed maneuvers on
Currently, the physical plant is the
the Beach Saturday .morning. tile cadets only department occupying the building.
practiced moving in open areas, comThe physical plant had to move to
municating in the field, and what to do Rainbo because its old location, Cohen
at the patrol base. ''The rehearsals tell
Center, hat! to be used. for some of the
the cadet how they're going to
Edgecliff departments. ·,
out the mission. :Ibey also help cadets
...·· Tht;.. Plant occupies !he smallest ~ide
work as a team," said Paul Zanglin,
of Rainbo, and there 1s 60,000 square
fourth-year military science student.
feet still vacant.

and

Ra1·nbow ·awa"its

carry ' '

This ¥leek
.: A day with DiUlio , . . 3

Muskie basketball
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,·

}iave faith in funk , . . 9 ..
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Malltalk

a column ·devoted to· student·. and· ~ff opinion·

Is cheating a problem on Xavier's campus?
complied by Kathy Kazar
and Cynthia Alby
"Many students have a
narrow definition of cheating
and don't know exactly what
it is. The problem is that the
faculty has a broader meaning of cheating which includes not using .footnotes
and improper research. It
seems to be tolerated at first
because students don't know
what it is:'
-Dr. E. Paul Colella
philosophy dept.
"Cheating is not an overall
problem. There are isolated
cases of people who cheat,
but it is not a campus-wide
problem:'
-Dr. Daniel Mcloughlin
chemistry dept.

"I haven't seen evidence of
it this year, but I am always
wary of cheating. I take
steps to let them [students]
know it is serious and so far
I have had no occasion in
my own experience to lack
trust:'
-Dr. Linda Finke
biology dept.

SEXUAL
WORKSHOP FOR STUDENTS

"Usually I have no problem on exams because I give
essay exams. There is a continuous problem of plagiarism on papers-no. footnotes
[and] severe cases where
whole papers have been
lifted. The teacher must be
continually alert:·
-Dr. Norman Finkelstein
English dept.

·,,I proctor my exam~ and
make up different ones to
control cheating. Plagiarism
is more widespread and
harder to control:'
-Margaret McDiarmid
modern languages dept.

....

"Cheating is not an epidemic but [the] amount is
surprising considering our
curriculum requiring theology
and philosophy which are to
instill· morals. It is difficult
to catch [students] in the act.
It is an insult to the student
for the teacher to peer over
his shoulder. Ideally, the
teacher should be able to
leave:'
-Dr. John Eric Anderson
communication arts dept.

Chavez urges grape boycott

Wednesday, Nov. 18 - 3130 to 5130
Brockman - 'l\lckers Lounge
Wednesday, Nov. 18 - 7115 to 9, 15
Alter - Kelley Auditorium
Thwsday, Nov. 19 - 1;45 to 3,45
University Center - 'lerrace Rm.

traying the plight of grape
workers. The film contended
staff reporter
that one-third of pesticides used
on grapes can cause cancer. It
Cesar Chavez, ·president of
also showed a young boy born
the. United Fann Workers of
without arms or legs whose
a (~),; callm ~n. h' .,, mother had worked. until the
. ncan consumers; to )Om tS . eighth month of pregnancy in
organization's boycott ·of Caligrape fields sprayed with capfornia grapes until grape growtan, a pesticide considered daners ban the use of dangerous ·
gerous. The film concluded that
pesticides and grant farm work- pesticides, once considered a
ers free and fair union
miracle of science, are "a chemelections.
ical time bomb now threatening
contamination of our
In a lecture on Nov. 11,
environment:'
Chavez told how dangerous
pesticides used by grape growCondemning growers who
ers are a threat to both farm
put their self-interests ahead of
workers and consumers. He atworkers' health, Chavez said.
tacked California governor
. "Human lives are worth more
George Deukmejian (R) for not
than grapes:' He demands that
enforcing laws covering pestigrape growers discontinue use
cide use and. labor contractors
of the five most dangerous pesfor suppressing workers. He ac- ticides, grant free and fair eleccused labor contractors of
tions to workers' unions, and
cheating workers out of wages
test grapes found in supermarand treating workers as "agrikets for pesticide residue.
cultural tools rather than human beings:'
"The men and women who
sweat. working in the fields proBefore his lecture, Chavez
ducing the food consumers eat
showed a 14-minute film poroften go hungry themselves;' .

by Kevin Kelley·

ArnericArne.
:

XAVIER
Dll\Tll\TG

SERVICES
would like to take this
opportunity to wish the
Xavier University
community a
Happy Thanksgiving.

said Chavez, who was born on

a small farm near Yuma, Ariz.,
and grew up as a near-destitute
fann worker~
Chavez said only seven to
nine percent of grape consumers are needed to join in
the boycott for it to be successful. The UFW is not boycotting
grape products such as wine or
raisins.
Although. grocery store
grapes may look perfect, they
contain dangerous levels of pesticides, according to the UFw
leader. "Consumers are ingesting
[chemical] residue in the foods
they are eating," said Chavez.
He is demanding that growers
test levels of residue in supermarket grapes.
Chavez also claimed the Environmental Protection Agency
and the Food and Drug Administration are far behind in testing of new pesticides and in
. overall pesticide regulation.
"[Americans] are not really protectm .. Contrary to the belief of
the American consumer, we are
not;' said Chavez.

Elegant Passage ·is Backl
Hand .·Knit, 100°/o Wool Sweaters
Make Great Christmas Gifts
.

.. -

-

·'

-;

.''·

Nov. 19·& 20
University. Center Lob&y
9AM - 4PM
.•

. :·
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'Me and DiU/io down by the schoolyard'

Reporter examines a day in the life of president
by Mary Beth Gibbons

staff reporter
Mary Beth Gibbons, staff reporter for The Xavier Newswire, spent a day in the life of
Rev. Albert /. DiUlio, S.J. This
feature examines DiUlios role as
Xaviers president.

8:15 a.m. -

President's Office

Mary Lynn Junker, president's
secretary, hands me a copy of
the president's schedule for the
day. I walk through the office
of John Kucia, administrative
assistant to the president, into
the president's office. Rev. Albert J. DiUlio, S.J., looks over
his schedule and asks his secretary to send out three letters he
has put. into the word
processor.

8:30 a.m. Danny Scholl Room
We go to the Danny Scholl
Room for a breakfast meeting.
At the breakfast are various
Marriott Corporation officials.
Also. present are Dr. Arthur
Shriberg, vice president for Student Development, and Richard
Hirte, vice president of Financial. Administration. DiUlio ·has
coffee only, saying, 'Weight
gain is· a major hazard of the .
president's office!" Marriott's operations through~ut the country
are discussed. · ·
·

· , .9:15 a.'m; --' '·'

. ·( ..

c - 4-

President's Office

DiUlio reads and signs his
three letters and says that noth-.
ing ·really happened at the
breakfast, "I just met the Marriott management. Nothing .
more. A lot of my day is like
that. I meet and keep in contact with people important to
Xavier:' DiUlio looks over his
notes for the next meeting. He
reads the Wall Street Journal.

9:30 a.m. President's Office
Meeting with Shriberg. Discuss student affairs and
housing.

10a.m.
President's Office
Meeting with Dr. Joan Connell, vice president for Academic Affairs, to discuss the
budget and prepare for the·
afternoon's Budget Committee
meeting.

11:10 a.m. - .
President's Office
DiUlio looks over his day's

. mail and turns on the television
for a mid-morning stock market
we're up
this morning;' he says.

check. "Good news

-

.Noon Hyatt Regency Ballroom
Lunch at the Greater Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce
Annual Business Luncheon in
the Hyatt Regency Ballroom.
DiUlio gives the invocation and
sits at the speaker's platform.
DiUlio. remarks, '1 accomplished very little being here for
lunch. But you can bet if I
wasn't here, everyone would
want to know why!" It takes
half an hour to get out of the
L.S. Ayres parking garage.

He must also be a "people
person."
The president is responsible
to Xavier students, alumni and
the Greater Cincinnati community. -Each of these groups expect very different and often
contradictory behavior from the
president. Students want personal time from the president;
we want him involved with us
and attentive to our needs.
Alumni want continued contact
with the president; they want
The head of the table and Xavier University president Rev. Albert/. DiUlio, S./., relaxes in the Danny to be remembered and recogScholl Room for breakfast with The Xavier Newswire staff reporter Mary Beth Gibbons, university vice nized by him if they are to
continue to support Xavier fipresidents and Marriott Corporation officials.
10 p.m. _
nancially. The Cincinnati comPresident's Office
munity also demands much of
Back to Xavier. End of a
his time.
long day.
Politicians require him to be
Reporters note - One day
involved in political and educaspent shadowing the president
tional issues. Businessmen exof Xavier does not give an ovpect his participation in their
erview of each and every day.
organizations.
. The actual events of the day
The president is one person
are not causes of the office of
with 24 hours in his day. His
the presdient, they are only the
tools are image, influence and
effects.
communication. How he uses
The events demonstrate that
these tools to further the best
the job takes stamina. The pres- interests of Xavier involves setident must be versatile and flex- ting priorities.
ible. He must be a shrewd busi- .
DiUlio's priorities c:an be deness man as he is basically
· duced from an examination of
president of a large corporation. his schedule.

Dialogu,e with. DiUlio
by Mary Beth Gibbons
staff reporter

s.r ·

NAME: Rev. Albert J. DiUlio,
POSITION: 32n~ pre5ident. of· Xa:yier ,University
HOME: Born in Iieona, Wist:onsin; Currently resides in Xavier's
·
Schott Memorial Jesuit Residence~
EDUCATION:
Entered
the
Society
of
Jesus
in 1965 and was
,'i;
ordained in 1974. He has ·three degJ-ees ft:"om Stanford University
Mary Beth Gibbons photo
including a doctorate in administration and policy analysis, a
DiUlio speaks about university housing needs in the community at
master's in business administration (MBA) in finance and a
Burton Elementary School.
master's· in education. He also holds a bachelor's degree in busi· · and Xavier's affirmative action
ness (rom Marquette University and a master's in divinity from
officer, speaks about the progWeston College School of Theology.
ress of the project and its future
WORK EXPERIENCE: Includes 15 years of teaching and adminneeds. Ken Blackwell, vice
istrative work at various Jesuit institutions. Before coming to
mayor of Cincinnati, gives a
Xavier, he was the associate dean of the College of Business
Community Relations Review.
Administration and a professor of management and finan~ at
Scott Stiles, of the Cincinnati
Marquette University in Milwaukee, Wis.
.
Human Relations Commission,
PRIORITIES FOR XAVIER: "My priorities are set by the needs
discusses crisis control ·training
of the institution and its various constituencies. I try to give
of the Xavier University Safety
each area the time I see it as needing. I have to delegate. I
and Security Department.
want to make a statement about Xavier, build an image outside
the university. I want to present it as a strong and inspiring
5:15 p.m. institution:'
President's Office
GOALS: 'We will have a balanced budget at this university.
DiUlio points out,· 'This is
We have to make choices. We must limit our wants to the
not an atypical day for me. I
extent of otir resources:'
usually would not travel around . ON THE BUDGET: "Our job is finding resources so people
Mary Beth Gibbons photo
as much though:' I look at his
here can do their jobs iriside the university. We must cirrive at a
Rev. Albert ]. DiUlio, 5.].,
schedule book. Most days are
tuition figure somewhere in the next six weeks which balances
Xaviers 32nd president
booked with appoiittments from
spending .with incomes:'
2:35 p.m .. 8:30 a.m. through 10:00 p.m.,
ON THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT: "I have very little real
Rain6o Building
DiUlio says, · '1 try to reserve
power. It's mostly image and communication. I have to be seen
Sundays for myself. I take
· ·Back to Xavier for the
· as available and concerned by the community. By community, I
walks on Sunday morning:' We
mean 7,000 students, 37,000 alumni and the whole of
Budget Committee meeting in
pass Jwlker leaving for the day.
the Rainbo building. The first
Cincinnati:'
ON THE. JESUIT COMMUNITY: "I cadt survive without my
half of the meeting. covers proj- DiUlio makes phone calls, looks
at memos that came in during
Jesuit community. It's important support. The Jesuit community
ected spending for Xavier in
the day and looks at next
takes the place of wife and farriily. We share a great deal ...
1988-89, and the second half
week's schedule.
not the same as family, but [a] mechanism of the same type:'
covers projected income for the
ON THE WORLD: "It's tough:' ·
same period.
.6 p.m. - Procter &
ON PARENTS' EXPECTATIONS OF XAVIER: '1t's very natural
Gamble Twin Towers
. 3:30 p.m. ~ Burion
for parents tQ want to protect their children, especially their
Eementary Sch<)(>}
The National Alliance of
daughters. But people have to deal with the world themselves. I
don't want to make a judgement or try to enforce that judgeTravel to Burton fur a Com~ . Business Board. of Directors
Dinner in the Twin Towers
ment. You get in big trouble if you make everything a moral
munity Relations Advisory
i5sue:'
.
·
·
building is interesting. The meal
Council (CRAC) meeting. We
is good .:..... salad, potato, and ON MOVIES: ·"I love to go see movies. They're fun and
nab soft drinks for an afterrelaxing:' ·
·
noon caffeine surge. The Burton expensive mystery meat. Waiters
with
red
and
white.
wine
are
WHAT
KINDS?:
.,,If
it flickers - I'll watch it:'
.· sixth-graders walk by us in the
ON BOOKS: '1 read a· lot of mysteries, adventure stories, spy
all over the place. The speaker
hallway and greet DiUlio by
is Eugene Lang, originator of
and cop storie5 - escapism:'
name. At the .meeting, DiUlio
the "I Have A Dream" project
talks about university housing
ON LAUNDRY: "I do my own. Once a week:'
needs in the community. Dr.. · · which is the model for Xavier's
ON BEING AN OLDEST CHILD:. "You break more ground
Burton School Project. Lang is
Merelyn Bates-Mims, coordinathan your younger siblings ever give you credit for:'
tor of the lh_1rt;Qn School Project extremely interesting.

. ..
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A message

Mr. Reagan is falsely telling
with no hesitation (of thinking
you this great story of 'patriottwice) for it was FREE, again!
isin, love and democracy, you
So no one had anything to
better go sell that story of palose.
triotism to General- Motors and
If Steve Cokely made any
Ford, and the big multinational
absurd statements that should
corporations who are building
have been stated clearly, I'm .
their factori~ and plants outsure that anyone with the right
side of America, putting other
mind would have asked him
people to work while the
after or during the lecture to
American people go without
clarify himself. Or if any hanjobs. I am_ saying the country is douts had supposedly ran out,
falling, and it's falling fast. It's
they could have been copied
sad because we as black people
and given to those who wanted
are dependent on white Amerithem, that is, if asked for. I am
ca's goodwill, and when they
very positive that Mr. Steve
can't put a chicken in the pot,
Cokely would have appreciated
and- when they could only eat
anyone asking him to explain
steak once a week, now just
himself when he made (which
once every other week. Then
occurred to be "racist" and "abthe racism that is inherent besurd" statements) some serious
cause of the way the American
statements which were
people have been reared and
misunderstood.
taught all their lives comes to
I want to point out before I
the front. Now, you have an
get to the defense of my beincrease in the hostility towards loved brother Minister Louis
the blacks, an increase in police Farrakhan, about the ludicrous
brutality and an increase in rastatement about Mr. Cokely
cial crime.
·
having six bodyguards and that
We cannot sit around like
it was unnecessary for a guard
this and pretend that this is not to be stationed next to the writhappening. Nor can we sit
ers of "The BSA brings racist
around and blame somebody
to Xavier" because of their
else. It is easy for us as black
Caucasian race. Well, let me
people to say, "Oh America is
$8Y that each bodyguard had
a bad place, a racist country, _
an assigned post before anyone
or it is a wicked country:' "Oh
entered the theatre room. And
shut up."
the statement that one bodyWe, as black people, do not
guard who stood in the section
have to live in any reality that
where he "supposedly" was
staring at the white brothers bewe do not like, and -because
man makes reality we can
hind me _ yes, I sat in front
change any reality that we do
.pf them _ was simply a white
'not agree .with or.like,
lie. Arid I do not think that I
--Joe Bowman need to e><plain the role arid
function of a bodyguard.

If you are fighting -for freedom, justice and equality or
your liberation, you are not a
racist. If you are fighting to
keep someone or deny someone
their freedom, you are an oppressor. So in the eyes of the
oppressor, the oppressed who
are fighting and struggling for
their freedom are racists or agitators. How on earth can a
black man, a former slave, not
I'm an alcoholic. Not one by alcohol itself but by the alcoholrelated behavior brought into my family. You see, I am what oth- be an- agitator for freedom, justice or equality in this country?
ers call an Adult Child of an Alcoholic (ACA for short). My
How can a man who is deparents were not alcoholics, but my grandfather was. Alcoholism
nied his freedom, justice and
is a family disease that can continue for generations, and it was
equality be peaceful? There can
my mother who brought the dysfunctional behavior that so often
be no peace until justice comes,
accompanies alcoholism into our family. This behavior brought
disruption to our family and finally brought a 19-year marriage to and as long as justice and
an end in divorce.
equality are delayed we cannot
In The Xavier Newswire over the past month or so, you _may
talk in terms of peace. We
have read articles pertaining to alcoholism, stories about alcohol
must· talk in terms of ·struggling
and the famous Alcohol Awareness Week. I would like to elabountil justice and equality come.
rate on the fine article Jennifer K. Hogan wrote on Oct. 28, 1987,
That is why Patrick Henry said
"Drinking games: No one wins."
"give us liberty or give us
In her article, Jennifer stated, "It seems inane that four years of death" because he would rather
building a solid educational foundation can at the same time create he dead than alive being used
the means to destroy it." Never before has anyone been more on
as a tool of service for sometarget about alcohol being such a destructive force than Jennifer
body else. When will that spirit
Hogan. Do we realize that alcohol consumption is at an all-time
come into us, and when this
high on the college campus? Approximately 12 percent of college
spirit comes into us why should
students are chemical dependent? I was told that was a conservawe be labeled racist by white
tive estimate. What that means is that 12 out of every 100 stustudents at Xavier or any peodents is an alcoholic or drug user. You may be saying, "That's not pie in America. It's a matter of
so high;' or "There are other problems that need attending to," but perspective:
are there other problems or is this the catalyst for other problems
It is not accidental that drugs
such as child or wife abuse, rape, murder, automobile homocide,
are in our community. It's not
etc.7
accidental that noJiquor stores
There is a problem on America's college campuses today,- and
are going out(Jf,tusin_e,ss inpur
unless we take responsibility for ourselves th~ problem will be
communities. It is, not accidenthere tomorrow. But who is responsible? We all are, especially
tal that anarchy_i~· coming to
when we pay taxes for such programs as the Council on Alcohol
this country. It's_ already in -our
Awareness and the Center for Comprehensive Alcoholism Treatcommunity. The judicial system
Racism is everywhere in this
ment here in Cincinnati. It is everyone's business to be involved.
of this country has failed. The
so-called "white man's world:' I
The National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week was, and is, a parents have no more control
am so sorry for those who are
good idea. But let's .face it, we need to be aware for more than
over their children. The teachers
appalled
and narrow-minded to
1
one week out of the year. We need to be actively doing something are at their wits end. They can- I
_
have lately "discovered" that·'
about the problem that has us plagued. To borrow the words of
not teach any more because
racism does exist here at Xavier
noted theologian and speaker Josh McDowell, 'We need to be
On Wednesday, Nov. 11,
University. they don't have in their own
teaching ourselves self control as well as learning to say NO not
mouths a message that can con- 1987, I hurried to get the newsNow, about my brother Minonly to drugs, but as well to sex and alcohol:'
tact the minds of the young be- paper, and I carefully read the
ister Louis Farrakhan. When he
Our society seems to be helplessly tumbling off into a direction cause the minds of the young
nonsense and ignorance printed
called Hitler a "great man,"
that is out of our control, and yes, alcohol is only a small part of _ have grown beyond the ability
under the bold title "The BSA
what was wrong with that
it, but for us on the college campus, alcohol seems to be a big
of teachers to communicate. brings racist to Xavier:'
statement? What the white man
deal. It gives us an escape, something that is easy to do and
The crime rate mis become
First things first!
_
taught me was that the word
something to look forward to after a long week of exams and
uncontrollable for the_ police.
The. Black Student, Associa- __ _"great'' meant something of
term papers. And why not? "My friends are doing it, my parents
Crime is now spreading from tion sponsored ,(out''Pf-their -:
great' ~aSri,itude'. According to -_
are doing it, my teachers are doing it. Why not me?" .Getting
the black ghettos to the white
own" budget,- that is): for Mi. : •the •W?bster'sThird: New Interdrunk is not a mature way of dealing with life's problems; it _
suburbs; As long as dope was: SteVe cokely.to corrie to Xavier·: national· "Dictionary, the word
makes them worse. And like Jennifer Hogan said in her article;.
0
university students persist at playing the alcohol game. But when _
you play, remember the stakes are high-most times our very
- a pfobiein of the·richwhiteS,;'it
Year''2ooo1" And And I'm sure that if he, Hitler,
lives! Going through college with a b,ottle in hand, even if it is
became' •(national pfot>lem:: '··~ _, - ~\vhat7 •t
fteei FREE! didn't have all that hatred in his
only on the weekends, is a poor excuse for "I'm bored" or "This is · '_t\11 of: these ~titutions that
Thh(~eans that anyone who
heart fighting co~uriism, he
life:' The consequences later are C.O.D., and 'We usually cant a£~ - ~re· set _lip to control- hliman"
was· ir\terested-- in attending his
probably would
been a
ford the cost!
behavjor are now failing. The
lecture could just simply walk
loving man and ruler of this
But what does God say about all this7 I mean after all, this is
school, the home and the
in, and if they didn't Jike- what
world.
a Catholic Christian college, right7 God says in Ephesians 5:18
church have_ all lost their power was going on, they could've left
-Cleoile -A. Christian
"Do not get drunk with_ wine for that is dissipation but be filled
to control us. Society can't exwith the spirit:' Let God take control of our lives instead of alcoercise its control any longer, so
hol or drugs or sex. Is if·really that difficult to say N07 No is the the police need more and bigger
only answer if we have to get behind the wheel of a car - not
guns. Why7 Because the instituThe Xavier N~swire is published weekly thr9~out the school year, except
just tonight, next week or next year either, but the rest of our
tions have failed in their reduring vacation and exams, by the students of Xavier_ University, 3800. Victory
lives. In college we will retain things that will be the guide and
sponsibility to control us. Your
Pkwy., Cincinnati, Ohio 45207.
-,
the norm for the rest of our lives. Please, let it not be alcohol. If
responsibility is to teach us unThe statements and opinions of The Xavier Newswire are not necessarily those
not for your sake, then maybe for the sake of that little _boy or
of the student body, faculty or administration of Xavier. Statements and opinions
til we grow into self controL
of columnists do not ilecessarily reflect those of the editors.
girl you will not see as you drive home from happy hour.
The level of teaching in
- ~ubscriptior rates are $15.00/year Within the USA/Subscription inquiries should
Let's not give into the world and its pressures. Let's be;responsi- school is ludicrous: Here are
be directech to SUZiUIJle Stegmari, _business ~f(5~745-356lk Advertising
ble to take a stand and decide to be healthy college students; As
teachers who cannot get' d(?in,qwiies will ~ han~~: by ~nt ~rge, adve~ ~ager (~1J::745-~7).
young adults, parents and -teachers, let's reflect the education 'and
, Er:ite~ as third cla1111 matter at the U.S. Post Offitj!: under penmt number 1275.
ceri.t salary, but if I am a good
. -•Reprinti~ of artkles or- c;irioons without peimf5si9n of. the ;'author and/or The
intelligence we have by setting an example. We all leamfrom one basketball player, or if I cart
another, so let's- teach the- right things. Alcohol itself is not __wrong, dribble_J.he hall,spectacularly,-•-1
but when we use it to ari. excess, it begins to""crinfrol our lives as
can make millions. However,'
well as damage others. If there is something that we own _or have, the people who shape the desand we cannot possibly give it away, we are no longer the owner
tiny of the nation, the teachers,
Perspectives editor ... ; ; , ....... , .... :. : ....... , ... ; .. ; ... Anthony Kovalik
of it; it owns us. Don't let alcohol own you! ·
have to .have'. outside jobs. - They
Sports
editor .. , ..... :.. -. .... ,,.,, ................. -.;-, .... ;.-{. Milce Pfiester
Let's be the people God created us to be. Let's stop encouraging can't concentrate; their spirit is
Diversions editor ....... -......... -., ................. •.: ..... MalY'T. Helmes
the alcohol or partying aspect of college life here at _Xavier, and
broken because they can't live -Photo editor ........ ,: .. , ... ,, .. ,,, ........ _....... 1 •• : •••• -.- •• "Sabra Hayes
instead encourage an atmosphere God can see as glorifying to
decently.
Advertising manager . , .......... , . , .......... " ..... .--...... , , , Kent" George
~_manager ._.: .. ;-· ......................... ~ ...... -Suzanne Stegman
Him. Let's decide to do what's right.
-What is. happening to the
r ............. _................. -. ... , ........... , Nancy Jones Walker
. -Carl Fries great co~try, ·America? While

Alcohol can ruin future

c0 Iumn
MebuttaI

d:n!~t!~mwi:: a:"Ye~a~:r :·~~i~~,~~He)!~~.:_ --·:irm:r:i:.~~£ ~~a::~1e~!~tial
>Ni&P~~hi't&!
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CK!

Gillen's villains plan to steal the show
Inside!
• Mens and womens
player profiles
• Note the talents of the
Xavier Pep Band
• Catch the Muskie
spirit with the Xavier
cheerleaders
• Schedules and media
coverage

Greg Rust photo

,,,.

The Musketeers celebrated their
70-69 upset victory over the 14thranked Missouri Tigers at the
Hoosier Dome in Indianapolis.
The win came in the first round
of the 1987 National Collegiate
Athletic Association tournament
and marked Xavier's first-time
victory in the NCAA ·tournament.

Greg Rust photo

Head coach Pete Gillen, in his
third year at Xavier, points out
one of his strategies to the team.

Greg Rust photo

"Lord Byron" Larkin, senior cocaptain, holds the net of victory
after defeating the St. Louis Billikens to secure the 1987 Midwestern Collegiate .Conference
championship ·and a trip to the
NCAA tournament.
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Maturity may lead
Xavier to success
by David Stubenrauch
staff reporter

by
Spo

With the 1987 Midwestern Collegiate Conference crown and all
but two players returning - Kyle Taylor quitting for personal
reasons and Kelley Williamson transferring. to Towson State· U
versity in Maryland - the Xavier men's basketball team is
for the 1987-88 season. Coach Pete Gillen will be returning
Laura Chapnick' photo
The Xavier Musketeers basla?tball team from left to right '(standing): Jerry Branka, John Conroy, Jim third year with something he didn't have last year . . . ex
With three years of that experience is senior co-captain
Botti, James· Abston, Byron Larkin, J.D. Barnett, Mike Davenport, Jamal Walker, Jerry Butler, Stan
Kimbrough, John Kennedy, Sal Cocivera; .(sitting): Derek Strong, Tyrone Hill, Colin Parker, Dexter American candidate Byron Larkin. Larkin's soft touch and d
ous .driving .skills have made him one of the premier ards ·
Campbell, /Job Koester, Jim Renforth and Mike Ramey. Reggie Bell is absent from photo.
nation. He was also the first alternate at
Am team in 1987. But one man will n
At the other guard position is juni .
brough. Kimbrough will be the sp
point guard position. The Larkin/
the nation's best. Last season Lar
Stan
Kimbrough
(co-captain)
James Abston
(16.0
ppg) combined for 40.8 ppg
Junior guard, 5-11, 150 lbs., from Cleveland,
Freshman guard/forward, 6-3, 180 lbs., from
sive
one-two
punch since Steve
North Ridgeville, Ohio. Abston is one of the two Ohio. Kimbrough is an explosive offensive perIiams
(14.3
ppg)
combined for 43
former, a lightening quick guard and could claim
walk-ons on this· year's squad. He played three
The
Larkin
and
Kimbrough du
the Frances Pomeroy Naismith Basketball Hall of
· years of varsity basketball at North Ridgeville
the
first
Xavier
pair
to dish out l
Fame Award for players under six-foot. Averaged
High School. Averaged 17.6 points per game.
and
Keith
Walker
did
so in the 19
16 points and 3.5 rebounds in 32 games last
. As for the forward and center
year.
J.D. Barnett
be senior Dexter Campbell, sopho
Senior guard/forward, 6-4, 193 lbs., from Cin- Bob Koester
newcomer Derek Strong. Hill was al
cinnati. Barnett returns this year after claiming
Sophomore forward/ center, 6-9, 233 lbs., from medal winning North Team at the 19
val in Chapel Hill, N.C.
"Best ~nsive Player" award on the squad. A
Murrysville, Pa. As a strong player underneath
great defensive leader, Barnett will fight for a
A question· stiil
the basket and· a good reboun~er, !,<oester is
starting position this year. Averaged 5.4 points
after .sitting out ·
called· in as needed strength in tight ballgames.
and 2.3 rebounds in 27 games last year.
Hill would mo
Averaged 1.8 points and 1.2 rebounds in 28
J.D. Barnett o
games last year.
Reggie Bell
forward spot.
Byron Larkin (co-captain)
Sophomore forward, 6-6, 236 lbs., from
seems to have
Tampa, Fla. Bell's size and strength make him a
scoring this sea
Senior guard, 6-3, 190 lbs., from Cincinnati.
strong power forward. He's a good rebounder
But to run a ba
Especially dangerous when driving to basket,
even
when that individual is
with a knack for the inside game. Averaged 1.1
Larkin is the Musketeer all-time leading scorer
points and 1.5 rebounds in 10 games last year.
Dino Guadio, Skip Prosser
with 1,938 career points. He also has the best
of recruiting, ·scouting an
career points average in NCAA Division I. for
Jerry Butler
not playing. You will also
seniors. Averaged 24.8 points and 4.4 rebounds
Gillen
with play-calling and ·strate
Sophomore guard, 6-2, 170 lbs., from Cincinlast year.
the
referees.
nati. Butler is a quick guard adding depth to the
Colin Parker
The 1987-88 version of the Xavier Musketeers men's bas t a
guard position. Known as "Iceman," he was the
team is ready to roll, so put on your helmets and raise your
first walk-on off the bench. Averaged 14.3 points
Freshman guard/forward, 6-6, 185 lbs., from
and 6.1 rebounds in two seasons at Colerain
Toledo, Ohio. A versatile athlete at big guard or swords ... "It's going to be a war!"
High School.
small forWard; .Parker is an excellent perimeter
1987-88 Musketeer Basketball Schedule
shooter with three-point range. His strong points
Dexter Campbell
Opponent
Site
Time
Date
are quickness and aggression. Averaged 11.1
Windsor (Exhibition) ......... HOME
8:05
Thur., Nov. 19
points and 5.2 rebounds last year at St. Francis
Senior forward/center, 6-6, 226 lbs., from
Huntington
College
(IN)•
....
HOME
7:35
Sat.,
Nov.
28
Brooklyn, N.Y. Campbell received Xavier's ''Most de Sales.
St. Josephs (IN) ............. HOME
8:05
Mon., Nov. 30
Improved Player" award last season. A good reMarquette .................. Away
8:30
Sat., Dec. 5
Mike Ramey
bounder with a soft touch, Campbell is also an
Delaware State College ....... HOME
8:05
Tue., Dec. 8
Junior forward, 6-8, 231 lbs., from Cincinnati.
excellent free thrower (career average, 77.1 perSat., Dec. 12
Miami of Ohio* ............ Away
3:30
Known· as "Banger;' Ramey worked out in the
Tue., Dec. 22
Providence College .......... ;Away
8:00
cent). Averaged 6.3 points and 4.2 rebounds in
Tue., Dec. 29
·. Canisius College (NY) ...... ; ; HOME
8:05
off-season and should produce the most action at
30 games last year.
Sat., Jan. 2
Kent .State* ............... :HOME
7:35
the power forward position. Averaged 2;5 points
Jan.
6
Western
Michigan*
.........
Away
7:45
Wed.,
and 1.9 rebounds in 25 games last year.
Mike. Davenport
Sat., Jan. 9
Florida International* ....... HOME*
7:35
Freshman guard, 6-4, 190 lbs., from Grand
Tue., Jan. 12
Cincinnati .................. HOME
8:05
Jim
Renforth
Sat., Jan. 16
Loyola (MCC) * ............ HOME
2:05
Rapids, Mich. Davenport is a smooth ball-hanSophomore forward, 6-8, 210 lbs., from PhoeMon., Jan. 18
Detroit (MCC) .............. HOME
8:05
dler and can play either guard spot. As a bright
nix, Ariz. An excellent perimeter shooter, RenSat., Jan. 23
Evansville (MCC) ............ Away
8:35
prospect, he is expected to make an impact this
Mon., ·Jan. 25
Saint Louis (MCC) ... , ...... Away
8:00
forth can play either small or· power forward and
year. Averaged 21 points and 10 ·rebounds last
Sat.; Jan. 30
St. Peter's College (NJ) ....... Away
3:00
is
an
explosive
offensive
player.
Averaged
3.2
year at Ottawa Hills High School.
Wed., Feb. 3
Wright State• ... , .......... HOME
8:05
points and 1.8 rebounds in 14 games last year.
Sat., Feb. 6
Butler (MCC) .... : .......... HOME
7:35
Tyrone Hill
Feb.
8
Mon.,
Western
Michigan
...........
HOME
8:05
Derek Strong
Sat., Feb. 13
Loyola (MCC)* ...... , ..... Away
2:00
Sophomore forward/center, 6-9, 225 lbs., from
Sophomore center, 6-10, 225 lbs., from Los
Mon., Feb. 15
Detroit
(MCC)
..........
:
:
..
Away
7:35
Ciilcinnati. Also known as ''T-boo," Hill is an
Sat., Feb. 20
.Angeles, Calif. After sitting out last season,
Evansville (MCC) ............ HOME
7:35
excellent rebounder and helPed the North team
Mon., ·Feb. 22
Saint Louis (MCC) : ... ; ...... HOME
8:05
Strong should challenge for starting center posicapture the gold medal in the Olympic Sports
Wed., Feb. 24
Florida International• : ...... Away
7:35
tion. Known as "D-Strong;' he is a fine rebounFestival. He should spend considerable time as
Sat., Feb. 27
Dayton ........... ·. ·.. : ...... HOME
2:05
der and good inside scoring man. Averaged.17
Tue., Mar.1
Niagara .....• :. : .. :· ... , .... Away
7;30
power forward. Averaged 8.8 points and 8.4 repoints and 10 r:ebounds his senior year at Pacific
Sun.;
Mar.
6.
Butler
(MCC)
..
,
::.
/.
;
:
......
Away
'·
4:05
.
bounds in 31 games last year.
·. ·
·
Palisades.
·
Thur.; Mar. ·10
· ·· 7:05/
MCC Tournament ··: : ,;
@ Indianapolis ............ A'("aY
· 9:Q5 ·
John Kennedy
Walker
Fri., Mar. 11
MCC Tournament .
·. ·..
7:05/
@ lndi~apolis ............ Away
9:05 ·
·Freshman guard, 5-10, 150. lbs.,· from Bronx,
Sophomore guard, 6-0, 180 lbs:, from Fort
Sat., Mar. 12
MCC Tournament
7:35
Mitchell, Ky. Kennedy is one of the two walk~
N.Y. Walker is a point guard who handles the
@ Indianapolis ............ Away
·.
ons on this year's squad. He played three years
baU well as a quick and explosive type of player.
•Games oil WVXU-91.7 FM. All other regular season games will be
He gives the team added depth and is also ·
. of .varsity ba~tball at Covington Catholic High
.broadcast on WLW-700 .AM.
known as ''Boogie:' Averaged 17.5. points and. 6
School. Averaged 12 points, 12 assists and seven
* .At Schmidt Fieldhouse.
rebounds per game. :
·
assists last. year .at .Cardinal Hayes.
·
All: times are (p.m;) Eastern .Standard Time; ·.

It
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X\VIEJ\
Lady Muskies hope·
to challenge MCC
by Mike Pfiester
Sports editor
It will be a difficult task, but it is one the Lady Musketeers are
ready to respond to - that is, to have a winning record for the
87-88 season and to be more competitive in the Midwestern
·ate Conference (MCC).
k Ehlen, in his second year as head· coach, thinks his team
ble of bouncing back from last year's 6-22 dismal season
tie for fifth place in the MCC tournament.
petitive in the MCC this season;'
e will be wide open this year
uad who will lead the Lady
aptains Nancy Kastner
forward position and
s well as a solid shoot'tion and led the team
ones for the Lady
ham returns as the
Hy Benintendi, a
igan, will also
r Angie Palumbo
the guard posi-

Sabra Hayos photo

The Lady Musketeers from left to right (standing): Lorinda Ottaway, Jennie Schilling, Kelly Brooks,
Nancy Kastner, Julie Campbell, Suzanne Prebles, Michelle Ernst, Kerry Durham, Kristy Mescher, Angie
Groh; (sitting): Kelly Benintendi, Kim Blanton, Carol Smith, Mark Ehlen, Angie Palumbo and Karen
Smith.

...AND PROFILES OF THE WOMEN
an effective shooting touch and will be asked to
go inside more this year. She is a team leader
Junior guard, 5-9, &om Georgetown, Ohio.
both on and off the court. She will also provide
Benintendi is eligible to play this year for the
the Lady Musketeers with a scoring. threat from
Lady Musketeers after transferring from the Uni- the outside as well as around the basket. Averversity of Michigan, and she will make an imme- aged 2.5 points and 0.8 rebounds in her career at
diate impact from the shooting guard position.
Xavier.
·
Averaged 6.8 points and 2.4 rebounds in 56
games as a Wolverine.

Kelly Benintendi

Kristy Mescher (co-captain)
rs will be
n Smith. With
nter who ·Itel
counted on to

ant women's
coaching staff.
ar's squad for
e keys to this season's
vacancy of Caughman underneath:
maintaining their health, and the team
If these conditions are met, then the rest o
- here come the Lady Musketeers!

les filling the
hand Durham
fan support.
CC watch out

1987-88 Lady Musketeer Basketball Schedule
Date
Sat., Nov. 28
Mon., Nov. 30
Wed., Dec. 2
Sat., Dec. 5
Wed., Dec. 9
Sat., .Dec. U
Sat., Dec. 19
Mon., Dec. 21
Wed., Jan. 6
Sat., Jan. 9
Mon., Jan. 11
Sat., Jan. 16
Mon., Jan. 18
Thur., Jan. 21
Sat., Jan. 23
Mon., Jan. 25
Thur., Jan. 28
Mon., Feb. 1
Sat., Feb. 6
Mon., Feb. 8
Sat., Feb. 13
Mon., Feb .. ~;.;:..
Sat.! Feb. 20
M. oh., Feb.· 22
Wed ,, Feb . 24
~at.;' Feb. 27
Sat., Mar. 5

Opponent
Site
Toledo ..................... Away
Western Michigan ........... Away
Morehead State .............. HOME
Marshall .................... HOME
Miami of Ohio .............. Away
Indiana State ................ Away
Stetson ..................... HOME
Northern Kentucky .......... HOME
Wright State ................ Away
Cleveland State .............. Away
Valparaiso .................. HOME
Detroit (MCC) .............. HOME
Loyola (MCC) .............. HOME*
Marquette ................ , . HOME
St. Louis (MCC) ............ Away
Evansville (MCC) ............ Away
Cincinnati .................. HOME
Kent State .... : ............. Away,
Butler (MCC) ............... Away
Indianapolis ........... ; ...... Away
Detroit (MCC) .............. AW?.Y
Loyola (MCC) ..... , ........ Away
St. Louis (MCC) ............ HOME*
HOME*
Evansville (Mee)
· · · · '· · · · · · · ·
A.
· ........
·
· D· ayton
· · · · · · · ··...... nway
· IU-PU at IndianaJ>Plis.: ... ·.. :HOME*
. Butler (MCC) .. ~': .:....... ·.... HOME

·~u::~;~~~::~=~i:~=·:i~:~~~~d~;~~dhouse.
·
·· ·
· · · .·
··

Time
5:30
7:30
7:00
1:00
5:00
2:00
1:00
7:00
5:15
7:30
7:00
7:00
5:35
7:00
6:00
6:00
7:00
,_6:30
1:.00
7:00
.5:00

Kim Blanton

Senior guard, .5-5, &om Fort. Mitchell, Ky.
Fresh~ guard, 5-5, &om Lexington, Ky.
Mescher holds. the Lady. Musketeer's single season
' BlanfoiCis 'an' e><cellerit. athlete who can play
assist mark with 130 last year and is 10 assists
either the' point guard or shooting guard posishy of the all-time career mark of 260 held by
tion. Averaged 13 points per game as a senior at Chris Hart. She was voted co-captain by her
Lafayette High School and is fourth on the
teammates for the second straight season and is
school's all-time scoring list.
the director of the Lady Musketeer attack. Averaged 4.1 points and 2.6 rebounds l~st year.
1

Kelly Brooks
Sophomore forward, 6-0, &om Canton, Ohio.
Brooks is one of m.:o walk-ons playing for.the.
Lady Musket~rs this year. She has good size, ts
very stron~, ts an extremely hard worker and has
a great attitude. She play~ for two years as center .at Central Catholic High School in Canton,
Ohio.

Angie Palumbo
Junior guard, u, &om Cincirinati. Palumbo
will add strength off the bench this .year. She
will play both the point guard and. shootiilg
guard positions. She played ·three years ot varsity
basketball at McAuley High School and averaged
14 points per game as a senior. Averaged 2.3
points and 0.8 rebounds last season;

Julie Campbell
Freshman forward/guard, 6-0, &om Columbus.
Campbell is one of the two freshman recruits.
She has great speed for her size, is a fine rebounder, and will play mostly inside this year
although she is a good perimeter shooter. Averaged 15.7 points and U.4 rebounds as a senior
at Watterson High.· School. in Columbus, Ohio.

Suzanne Prebles
Senior center,. 6-2, &om Trenton, Ohio. Prebles
will be counted on to take over the center position left vacant by the departure of Terri Caughman. She worked hard on her strength and conditioning prior to the season. Prebles is also a
fine passer and a good ball-handler. Averaged 3. 7
points and 2.3 rebounds last season.

Kerry Durham
Junior guard/forward, 5-7, &om Chicago. Durham is coming off an injury from last season.
She is the leading returnee in both scoring (321)
and rebounding (114). She will play both the
shooting guard and the small forward position.
Averaged 9 points and 3. 9 rebounds as a freshman and sophomore at Xavier.

Michelle Ernst

Jennie Schilling
Sophomore forward, 5-9, &om Cincinnati.
· Schilling will add depth. underneath. the basket
for the Lady Musketeers this year. She is very
strong and physical inside and is hard to stop
when she takes the ball to the basket. She is also
a hard worker. who is extremely team-oriented.
Averaged 11 points and 8 rebounds per game
during her senior campaign at Forest Park High
School.
·

Freshman forward, 5-10, &om Sharonville,
Ohio. Ernst will have to adjust to playing the
wing and has great quickness which should help
.
TBA
her· at that position. Averaged U.1 points and 7 Karen Smith
, <'
4:00
rebounds has. a senior at Mt. Notre Damde Hdigh
Junior center, ,.6-0, &om Youn8st9wn. Smith
5:35 . School. S e brings in a winning attitu e an
w1'll be pn·man··.'ly.used in the.·po·... s.'...t '::.'po··
. sition and is
h I d h high h 001·
39-6
d h'I.
6:00 .
eI pe
er
to a
recor w 1· e . . currently n!cu. ·""
. . ·.ratina
.·.·.·.· . ·.·f.r.a.cture in
h · sc
r..~
~'C from a_.·· . .s.t.ress.·
4:30
Paying t ere.
. her leg that :~ideliried her the e~ti#e,·summer. She
1:00.
is a dominan.t player when healtijy.:/Averaged

(co-apt~!<

,,\i~hr ,~!~tr~ih.~~~i~i:fo::t~~'.rii.~·.~:.'1s~!

· .: : . Nancy Kastner
. . . . ·.
...
' : Senior forward, 5-11; &011t Cancmnatt. Kastner also averag~d;7.•pomts and 4.6 .~ol:Jllds lru;t
L-A1_1_'t1_·1nes
...·_.~_re_(;:.p_.m..;.;·. Ea_s_,te_rn_._s_tan_··_Cla_m....
•·. ·_.T_im..;.;e..;.:....;.
. ·.;.·.;.;....;.· - - - - - - - - ·.....- ,. will be countect
as scorer this year. She has season.
. . , .·.
. ::N~:',•'.;: · :
.
.;.;.>....

on a

•••

Laura Chapnick photo

The 1987-88 Xavier Pep Band

Pep Band
by Mike Pfiester

Sports editor
The 1987-88 Xavier pep band will display their musical talents
again this year at the men's basketball games. Upon entering the
Cincinnati Gardens before every game, the pep band will play the
fanfare that was part of the 1984 Olympics as their introduction
to the fans.
According to secretary Jay Ernst, the. pep band will play such
songs as "California Dreaming;' "~ Broadway;' the theme song
from the movie "Back to the Future," the theme song from the
movie "The Blues Brothers," "Breaking Up is Hard to Do," "Rock
Around the clock," "Shake, Rattle and Roll;' "La Bamba;' and
· e>ceerpts•Erom ·"Jesus Christ Superstar:•
The members of the pep band are classified into three different
sections: the woodwind instruments (saxophones, clarinets, flutes,
piccolos), the brass instruments (trumpets, trombones, tubas, baritone horns) and the percussion instruments (any bass or snare

drum).
The director of the pep band is Norman Parr, the president is
Susan Grasso, the vice president is Angie Rose, the treasurer is
Cynthia Alby, and the secretary is Jay Ernst.
According to Parr, who will be directoring the pep band with

1

Basketball Times'
ranks Xavier 19th
in the country
The Xavier Musketeers are
ranked 19th in the country in
the "Basketball Times" pre-season national poll.
The ranking of 19th is XUs
highest so far in the pre-season.
"Street & Smith's" ranks the
Musketeers 25th in its pre-season poll ..
Xavier, 19-13 a year ago, returns five of its top six players
from last year's team which
captured a second straight Midwestern ColJegiate Conference
tournament championship. The
Musketeers, who won six of
their last seven games in 198687, knocked off 14th-ranked
Missouri in the first round of
the 1987 NCAA tourney and
nearly upset 17th-ranked Duke
in the second round.

The ''Basketball Times" preseason poll looks like this:
1. Kansas

2. Kentucky
3. Syracuse
4. North Carolina
s. UCLA
6. Purdue
7. Memphis State
8. Iowa
9. Florida
10. Pittsburgh
11. Wyoming
12. Indiana
13. Duke
14. Arizona
15. LSU
16. Bradley
17. Michigan
18. Missouri
19. XAVIER
20. Louisville
The defending MCC champion Xavier Musketeers open
the season Thursday night at
the Cincinnati Gardens with an
exhibition game against Windsor (Canada). Game time is
8:05 p.m.

Andy Goetz, "I expect to do some real exciting music and a few
extras that will be entertaining, get the crowd excited and support
the basketball team in every way. My goal is to make our organization as solid musically as the basketball team is athletically. We
want to have a good time and in every way be involved in the
atmosphere of college basketball;' he said.
"I enjoy playing in the pep bcm.d because it is a fun way to
bring the band a little closer;' added Rose.
This year's pep band members are:
• Seniors: Mike. Cardwell, Anne Garrett, Susan Grasso, Maryellerf Grimes, Mike Kramer, Steve Nichols, Carl Pigman, Bill Reller,
Karen Rohrich, Angie Rose.
• Juniors: Greg Ernst, Cynthia Alby, Greg Bick, Joy Garand,
Wendy Grey, Jay Kramer, Weona Lampkin, Chuck Mascolino, Ken
Metz, Chris Rotsching, Maria Vishnevsky.
• Sophomores: Sarah Worums, Laura Bonifas, Jay Ernst, Greg
Garand, Andy Goetz, Steve Knecht, Teresa Koeller, Suzanne Lunsford, Tina Penn, Julianne Sanger, Maria Sonderman, Jim Vennemeyer, Michael Ward, Steve Wilson.
• Freshmen: James Barnes, Mark Buchheit, Michael Burns,
Tammy Cassiere, Dave FitzSimmons, John Geraghty, John Johnston, Jennifer KaufJin, Dennis Rohorst, Timothy Lootens, Susan
Miller, Scott Murray, Mike Panko, Laurie Westrich, Kay Pezoldt.
Graduate Luis Van der Laat completes the band.
·

r---------------------~--------------~--------------------------

Cheerleaders
by David Stubenrauch

staff reporter
You'll find them on the
court wearing their blue and
white. They are the rally-rousers, the ·acrobatic stimulant toward a come-from-behind victory. They are the Xavier
Musketeer cheerleaders.
This year's 12-member
squad is under the direction of
Kay Kaple. Kaple is currently
an aerobics instructor for
Scandinavian Health Spas and
a teacher in the Forest Hills
School District. This is her

first year as the Xavier coach,
but her experience comes from
her colJege days as a
cheerleader.
According to senior cheerleader Geoff Pierson, there are
many new concepts and ideas
for this year's squad. 'We
want to start traditions at
Xavier;• said Pierson. 'We especially want to take advantage of the large freshman
class:'
'This year the cheerleaders
want to emphasize a new
banner to be waved at games,
the Xavier fight song and in-

creased attendance at women's
basketball games.
The cheerleadering squad
consists of Colleen Hahn,
Laura Betts, Laura Boeckley,
Debbie Trunnel, Kim Stites,
Jodi Stahl, Geoff Pierson, Paul
McCarthy, Marty Joyce, Hal
Eppler, Nick Lauterback and
Alex Ochaa. Alternates are
Meg Donnelly, Tricia McAlister and Mike O'Connor.
Pierson summed it all up
by saying, "We don't gear toward being showy. We gear
toward being a catalyst to the
crowd:'

Catch the action on...
WCPO-TV (Channel 9) will
televise six XU games this season: at Marquette University on
Saturday, Dec. S; at Miami
University of Ohio in Oxford
on Saturday, Dec. 12; at Providence University on Tuesday,
Dec. 22; at the Cincinnati Gardens vs. the University of Cincinnati on Tuesday, Jan. 12; at
the Cincinnati Gardens vs. Loy-

ola University on Saturday, Jan.
16; and at the Cincinnati Gardens vs. the University of Dayton on Saturday, Feb. 27. Dennis Janson and John Popovich
will broadcast these games on

Tv.

Xavier athletic director Jeff
Fogelson announced that WLWAM will be broadcasting every

Xavier game during the 1987-88
basketball· season that does not
conflict with a •University of
Kentucky basketball game
broadcast. Our Xavier station,
WVXU-FM, will broadcast all
other games. Andy MacWilliams and Joe Sundennan
will broadcast these games on
radio.

DIVERSIONS
Wednesday, November 18, 1987
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Red Hot Chili Peppers: faith in the funk

Currents

by Mark Keefe
staff reporter

Our sweet little

Everyone knew where I was
Wednesday, Nov. 11, at 9 p.m.
I was at Bogart's watching Faith
No More complete the first
hour of what was to be a twohour opening set. It just seemed
like a rather long opening set
for any avid concert-goer. Not
that Faith No More weren't
good - they were great - but
I hadn't waited a month to see
them alone.
I came to hear the Red Hot
Chili Peppers. I was beginning
to lose faith in the funk - that
is, until about 10:30 p.m. when
Flea and Anthony Kiedis (bass
and vocals, respectively)
sprinted through the crowd and
vaulted onto the stage, dancing
and jumping through the last
encore of Faith No More.
Never lose faith in the Red
Hot Chili Peppers.
Kiedis explained the delay:
"Our RV broke down about 80
miles outside of Cincinnati on
1-71;' he said. 'That's when Flea
jumped out of the RV and
flagged down a man in a Renault. We weren't about to let
bad conditions ruin our gig.
The Red Hot Chili Peppers
don't let anything stop the
show. So all five of us hopped
in the Renault and blazed a
trail to Cincinnati .to do our .·.
show."
And what a show it was.
Supporting their third album,
The Uplift Mofo Party Plan,
the Red Hot Chili Peppers
ripped through an hour-and-fifteen-minute show that rocked
your socks off. But not theirs.
I'll explain later.
Sitting in the Peppercorn Restaurant, I talked with the band
over steaks and burgers and an
· endless salad bar about food,
life, happiness and, of course,
music. Great music.
Kiedis explained, 'The Red
Hot Chili Peppers are from
Hollywood, California. We are
me - Anthony Kiedis, lead
vocals; Hillel Slovak, guitars; ·
Jack Irons, drums; and Flea,
bass:' Their first album was the
self-titled Red Hot Chili PepCampus Travel Reps or Organizers
needed to promote Spring Break
trips to Florida. Earn money, free
trips and valuable work experience. Call lntercampus Programs
at

1.eoo.433.7747

APARTMENT
REFERRAL
SERVICE
Call John 871-7804
No Charge

TYPISTS

French village
Mt. Adams will be transformed into a French village
on Friday, Nov. 20, for the
1987 Beaujolais Nouveau: a
festival celebrating the first
wine of the harvest, released
from France on the third
Thursday of November each
year. Festivities will include a
parade through the heart of
Mt. Adams beginning at
6:30 p.m. with a horsedrawn wagon, torches,
French flags and a brass
band. Authentic French music and entertainment, gifts
and souvenirs, and French
food delicacies from local
restaurants will also be featured. For more information,
call 561-3000.

Hot 'n' funky Red Hot Chili Peppers. Left to right: Jack Irons, Flea, Hillel Slovak, Anthony Kiedis.
pers, produced by Andy Gill,
formerly of Gang of Four. Next
came Freaky Styley, produced
by the master of funk himself,
George Clinton.
Says Aea, "Andy (Gill]
seemed to want to make us
sound like the Thompson
Twins and we wanted to rock
out. George Clinton is the funkiest thing on legs today. He ·
brought out that feeling of
wanting to jump around and
shake like a dog:'
It's so hard to place a label
on any band - that is, what
kind of music they play. So I
tried to ask the Red Hot Chili
Peppers.
·~·re like a human grinder,"
said Kiedis. "We're influenced
by so. many different kinds of

at home!
07066

PART TIME - HOME MAILING PROGRAM! Excellent Income! Details, send self·ad·
dressad, stamped envelope.
. WEST, Box 5877, HHskle, NJ
07205•.

r--------,

1s59s

1

Get a large 16"
cheese plzza with
one topping of your
choice for ,just

$5.95.

396·7400

3915 Montgomery Rd.

Expires:

("····

December 1, 1987

Off Campus
Housing
• Walk to campus

• Free heat
•Cable
• Parking·;:
'

."':

.. _t

• : .~

Hundreds weekly
Write: P.O. Box 17 ·
Clark;· NJ '· ·

pers rock your socks off, they
music - funk, hardcore, rock
keep theirs on. But that's all
- we just take it all in, and it
comes out as the Red Hot Chili they have on - creative sockwearing for the encore. How
Peppers:'
did this start7
But I think it is the fun that
According to Kiedis, "I guess
really describes the band and
it all started when I was at
their shows. It's as if someone
home and this girl came to my
just charged their batteries and
door with one of my friends.
no one ever found the OFF
They told me to throw someswitch. The band is a team.
''We're like four guys married thing on and come on down.
So I did. It just carried over to
to each other because we fight
the stage:'
collectively;' said Kiedis. "But
we're such good friends and
And what a show. From Bolove what we do so much that
gart's
to the party at (of all
it shows onstage. We were all
places) Burgundy's to dinner at
friends in Hollywood, and it
the Peppercorn, the Red Hot
carried over in the band:'
· Chil.i Peppers made. me believe
Dinner was over (it was 1
a.m.) ;and so was the iritervieW. in one of the hottest bands
around today: themselves.
But. didn't I mention· the socks7
Never lose faith in the funk.
While the Red ~tJ:.hili Pe~

$235.00,
and .up
.

Oxford Apts
1001 Dani Ave.
Cell Jeff at
221-8081

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.
Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contactan
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
" · ·· · for you. Call
1-800-423~USAF

TOLL FREE

1I· _
_______

OM coupon per
pizza. Limited

....

dell-y alM. Our
drl-• carry lffl
I than '2Q.OO.

DOlmtO'S

PIZZA

•

11111.1v-·

• · ....

_J

1s59s
I Get a large 16"
1. cheese pizza with
I one topping of your
I choice for just
I $5.95.
I
I 396·7400
I 3915 Montgomery Rd.
I
Expires:
I December 1, 1987
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_______=mois_
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'Mousetrap' delive1' . evening of suspense
.. · . .:·

.

.··

by Michele Fellinger
staff reporter

Agatha Christie will never let
you down. Her name on the
cover of a play program guarantees a performance packed
with mystery and suspense.
The Xavier University Players' production of "The Mousetrap" was no exception. Directed by David A. White III,
the play featured a cast of eight
talented actors and actresses.
Each created a character so believable I found myself on the
edge of my seat, desperately
trying to figure out who of the
eight was the murderer or
"homicidal maniac:'
All of the play's characters
are snowbound under the roof
of an English country inn called
Monkswell Manor. One of the
guests is the murderer of a Longridge woman, who years ago
abused her three adopted children and killed one of them.
The plot thickens when a guest,
snobby Mrs. Boyle (Julie Orie-

···

f:~l~ -

.

~f~)t. :

···>,i,··.t,·~.·
•;··:~JiJZJJ;w;;;;,<, t;;;~W

.

.
.
Sabra Hayes photo
G~dty u.nt1l proven innocent? Left to right: Michael O'Donnell, Julie Driehaus, Pepper Sweeney and
Enc Irwin caught in "The Mousetrap."
haus), is murdered.
pher Wren, an effem~nate
.
~hymes. (!he k~le~ whistles
Narrowing down the possibil- young man, as the killer. Chris- 'Three Bhnd Mice before and
ities and pinpointing the crimitopher Lesar, who played Wren after the murder).
nal are the tasks of Detective
in ''Mousetrap;' contributed huBut there are other suspicious
Sergeant Trotter, excellently por- mo~ to an. othe~se seriou~
~acters, such as Mr. Paravitrayed by Michael Blumenstein.
subject. His antics - popping
am, who appears at the manor
It did not take long for me to
~ and out. of doo.rs, hiding ~ when his c~ ?~ert~s in the
adopt the same tasks as I too
hu~d curtains,. raving ~bout insnow. Paravicini (Mich~el
became wrapped up in solving
tenor decorations - lightened
O'Donnell) has a haunting
the mystery.
the intense mood.
laugh and a ~ax. attit~de, which
At first I suspected Christoled me to point my finger at
r-----...,--------....;;..;;..;..;;.;;;.;;.;.:'_;;_;;..;;.;;.~~;....;;;;;.;;;.;;.;~..,
But, aside from his antics,
him more than once. And what
about Major Metcalf, played· by
Wren shows signs of being the
criminal. He is the same age as Eric Irwin? He appears to be
innocent. But what is he doing
the oldest living boy in the
Langridge Farm case. He seems in the cellar of the manor at
to border on schizophrenia and the time Mrs. Boyle is killed?
_is obsessed with nursery
The serious Miss Casewel.l

Xavier
Dining Services
Employee of the._ Week·
Congratulation& to
.

'·:.

.

. -

'

'

(Jennifer .Stark) seems to be
more than a guest; she appears
to be a woman with a mission.
Sadly, she talks about neglected
children, and she often hides
from Trotter. I wondered to
myself, "Is this a coincidence?
Or could she be one of the
three children?"
I hated to do it. But, Giles
and Mollie Ralston (Pepper
Sweeney and Maria Lovell), the
owners of Monkswell Manor,
were also on my list of possible
suspects. They seem innocent
and naive of the whole situation. Yet are they? Why is
Giles so quick to accuse Wren
of the crime, while Mollie will
do anything to protect Wren?
The smooth acting of Lovell
and Sweeney kept me on my
toes at all times. The two become progressively more nervous and paranoid of each other
as the plot climaxes.
Seven suspects. One "homicidal maniac:' Who did it7
Sometimes it's the one we least
expect. Or is it7 The killer
is ... No, I'm not going to disclose who's guilty. If you want
to know, and you didn't see the
Players' excellent performance
of "The Mousetrap;' then I
guess you'll just have to read
the play... , ·
~----...
......

.

.........
'"
-,
... ··. ·''?"
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D.OIVALD OWENS

Give us your best shots! The Arthritis Foundation is
looking for creative photographs for our publications.
Cash prizes, made possible by a special grant from pfizer
Pharmaceuticals, will be awarded to the winners.
Black and white prints, slides and color prints
are eligible. For more details contact:
~
Arthritis Foundation - Photo Contest
•
•
ARTHRITIS
1314 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta, GA 30309
Telephone: 404/872-7100
FOUNDATION®

.A.

Donald is the Baker's Assistant and
this is his first year at Xavier.

--FL4SH//---Commuters and Grad. Students on the run!!
.·introducing the ''SAVE 10'' Cash Coupon and
X\,'ivLEJ}
5-Meal Plan
Stop by the Food Service Office for prices and details. -

Thanks
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Julio Lacarra sings of difficulties, hope
sung by other Latin American
vocalists like Mercedes Sosa
and Jorge Cafrune, and one of
his songs was used in the film
"Argentisisima :'

by Nancy Sullivan

staff reporter
Argentine singer and composer Julio Lacarra entertained
with rhythm, poetry and humorous quips - completely in
Spanish - as he performed at
Xavier on Friday, Nov. 13. Lacarra is a member of the
"nuevo cancion latinoamericana"
movement, which uses traditional and popular rhythms and
combines them with folk, romantic and political themes to
Musical interludes: Julio Lacarra in concert on guitar . .. and relaxing
sing about the situation of the
people of Latin America.
guages professor. Said Lacarra,
says Lacarra, "telling as always
Lacarra's words were transthe difficulties of the present
"My purpose ... is to try to
lated in concert by Dr. Irene
times and its demands, and
communicate with people, to
Hodgson, assistant modern Ianmine:' He believes it is imporcommunicate feeling:' He suctant to never "lose sight of [the I
ceeded because the audience
"Sing with me, sing
high poetic level of the
was singing, clapping and tapmessage:'
American brother/Free ping their feet to the moving
Lacarra has been working
rhythms.
all your hope/with a
"The words of my songs pro- with young poets of his counshout in your voice"
try to develop his next work.
pose to try to get the young
His new material will discuss
to
recover
their
participeople
-Sung by Julio Lacarra.
the "daily life of the inhabitants
pation in the clear language;'

against the piano.

of Buenos Aires:' He plans on
his music incorporating more
technologically-advanced equipment in the future, but says it
will "not lose the color of what
is Buenos Aires:·
At the age of five in Argentina, Lacarra imitated his mother's singing. His involvement in
drama, folk dancing, poetry
and guitar playing led to three
albums. His music has been

During Argentina's 1976 military coup, Lacarra's popular
repertoire "was not pleasing to
the government:' Fear was prevalent among musical artists so
performances were few. Lacarra
took his performances to the
United States in California, Indiana, Arizona, Ohio and West
Virginia. He took first place at
a music festival in the
U.S.S.R., and also performed at
festivals in Costa Rico, Peru,
Panama and Brazil.
Lacarra's travels led him to
"analyze reality, the reality of
my people, and of what I see
outside of my people:' He feels
that Argentinian artists "need to
leave the country to look for
places [to perform) because
their art is unrecognized:'

THE PHOENIX
Telemarketing Position

Earn Extra cash

One of Cincinnati's most exciting new private dining facilities
is seeking PT/FT assistants in the telemarketing department.
Hours are flexible with school schedules. Must enjoy working
with people. Great 01gB11izational skills helpful. $5.50/hr. plus
incentive plan. Please apply in person at:
30 GARFIELD PLACE, 4th FLOOR
aNCINNATI, OHIO 45202
or cell at 632-5442 betWeen 9am and 5pm

EXCITING
Get the look you want from Rinaldi's, Clifton's
exciting hair salon. We know that looking your
best helps you feel your best. Having the right

HAIR

hair style is a very important part of looking
your best. We can show you the latest in
today's hair fashions. We'll help you find the
look that's right for you. For hair and skin care.

'•

'

-...
':J ~

'.

Rina Idi's

'.::·.

caJI
..
.. :- on .Rin~ldi's
. . .
'~ ~

•'

TICKETRON, THE COLISEUM BOX OFFICE OR FOR INFORMATION
OR CHARGE BY PHONE 513 2411818 OR800·225"7337
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All announcements must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
offfce in Brockman ~ by Friday at 3 p.m. Please direct
mail to Kimberly Grote, editor,
Calendar. Also include name
and phone number.

November
The Black Student Association (BSA) will
sponsor a panel discussion on "US Constitution Significance and Impact on
Black Americans," with Ken
Blackwell, Cincinnati city councilman; Dr. Napolean Bryant,
professor of educatfon; Dr. Paul
Fiorelli, assistant professor of
accounting and law; and Calvin
Lee, BSA president. The discussion is at 7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Room, University Center.

18

The Public Relations
Student Society of
America (PRSSA) will
have its meeting at.5:30 p.m.
in the Hearth Room, University
Center.

18

Join your friends at

18

the~ay~

end Warm-up featuring
Tim Lake, popular songwriterI
musician performing country,
bluegrass; jazz and rock, at
9:30 p.m., DownUnder.

Dr. Joseph.. Collins will
speak at 11:30 a.m. on
''Food and Revolution
in Cuba;' and at 12:30 p.m. on
"Agriculture in the New Nicaragua;' in the· Kelley Auditorium.

18

Celebrate the awareness of "Harvest Week
1987: In God's Country" at the "Break the Fast"
meal and discussion at 6 p.m.
in the Dorothy Day House.

19

Have a "hair-raising"
experience as two
ghost storytellers from
the Cincinnati Storytelling
Guild present ghost stories following the showing of the
movie "Ghost Story," at 8 p.m.
in the University Center
Theatre.

23

Today is the deadline
for submissions for
the autumn edition of
the Athenaeum, Xavier's literary
magazine.

23

.28

Volunteer to help at
the Parish Soup
Kitchen in Covington,
10 a.m.-2:30 p.m. To volunteer,
call the Dorothy Day House at
745-3046.
Tune in to the Community Affairs Forum
· on WVXU-FM (91.7)
with. host Sr. Louise Akers on

30

...........
.............

.•

ATTENTION BSNsl
MAKE YOUR
EDUCATION
COUNT •••
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"Advent and Homelessness" ·featuring Margo Aug from the office of Social Action and World
Peace ·of the Archdiocese of
Cincinnati. ·
·

Miscellaneous
Food drive

which will kick off the bicentennial year; the ·Sawyer Point
dedication, June 4-5, 1988; and
many more events. For more
information, call the Greater
Cincinnati Bicentennial Commission at 352-2358.

. Bookstore hours
The Xavier. Bookstore will
have new Saturday hours from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. The bookstore will also be closed on Saturday, Nov. 21, for inventory.

"Make your holidays more
special - give a gift of the
heart to someone in need" by
Catch the spirit!
making donations of non-perishable food items at the HoliSeniors can get into the spirit
by buying a class T-shirt for
day Food Drive running
through Nov. 23. To make do$6. Call 531-8260 to purchase
nations, going to the Free Store, yours now.
drop off food at the University
· Challenge your mind!
Center (by the Information
Desk) or the Cohen Center (at
College Bowl has been postthe master of hospital adminisponed until Nov. 21. Registratration department mailbox).
tion for participants is stiU
going on at the Information
Bicentennial volunteers
Desk in the University Center.
· · The Greater Cincinnati BicenCongratu1ations!
tennial Commission is looking
for volunteers to "Participate
Beginning with the May 1988
'881" Become a part of this
commencement exercises, the
once-in-a-lifetime bicentennial
following policy, which was
year by volunteering to help
agreed upon by the Academic
with any of the Official BicenAffairs Advisory Committee,
tennial Public Celebrations. Po- will be in effect.
sitions are available for booth
Students who are within 12
workers, entertainment coordicre4it hours of completion of a
nation, greeters, litter ·patrol,
degree may participate in the
operations, promotion, safety
spring commencement exercises.
and security, telephoning, tickDiplomas will be awarded only
ets and more.
to those students who have
Volunteers are ·needed for The been certified as having comCountdown, Dec. 31, 1987,
pleted all requirements for the

degree. Students not certified
· will receive no diploma until
work is completed. They may
march in the procession, have
their names in the program and
read from the stage, and will
receive a diploma cover. The
program and the oral awarding
of the degrees wiU include an
appropriate statement that the
degrees are conferred upon
those students who ·have completed requirements and are entitled to the degrees.

Weather report
If classes should be cancelled
because of bad weather, the announcement on the radio for
Xavier will say either Xavier
University or school 710.

Clarification
The Xavier Newswire
would like to clarify a headline which appeared on the
Perspectives page of the Nov.
11 issue. The headline for the
guest column by Stephen
Carney and Kevin P. Murrin
should have placed the word .
racist in quotes to read '.'The
BSA· brings 'racist' to ·Xavier:'·
This column reflected the· · ·
opinion of the guest cril~
ists, who attended Steve·
Cokely's lecture on campus
Oct. 27. The headline was
written based on the article's .
content.

"

... as a fully qualified
Air Force nurse specialist.
You'll receive excellent pay
·and benefits plus enjoy
opportunities for profes· sional development and
service to your country.
Call

Peace Corps
On-Campus Interviews
November 20, 1987
.•; .!;

~'

MSgt Jim O'Connor
. (513) 772-5816 collect

:-AIR :). :>
FORCE

Sug·ar 'n' Spice

Restaurant

OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Daily Luncheon Specials
· · Including· Vegetables
Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative sandwiches,
homemade cheesecake,
and much,.much more!
A. Cincinnati tradition since 1941

Your first job after graduation should offer you more than just a
paycheck. In science, education, agriculture, forestry, home
economics, industrial arts and other areas, Peace Corps volunteers
are putting their degrees to work where it's needed most while gaining
the experience of a lifetime:
• Currently 34 graduate schools across the country reserve
scholarships and assistantships specifically for former
Peace Corps members. Many graduate schools offer
academic credit for Peace Corps service.
• Quality work experience recognized by employers.
• Non-competitive eligibility for U.S. Government jobs.
• Language skills.
• Postponement of educational loans.
• $4,200 completion-of-service allowance.
• Opportunity to travel and to experience new cultures.
• And much more. Contact your Placement Office for an
interview appointment today.

Peace Corps
Michigan and Ohio Area Office
471 Michigan Ave., Room M;.74
Detroit, Michigan 48228

4381 Reading Ad. (between Tennessee Ave. & Victory 'Part<way
Across· from Natorp's
Cincinnati Magazine's 1984

~st

Breakfast Award.

Minutes from Xavier Unl•sity, ~asonable prices!

242·3521

In Michigan call (313) 228-7928. Ohio real•nta call 1-800-521-8881 ·
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